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Introduction	

• Today, the physical and economical limitations of 

conventional top-down technologies are being widely 
recognised.	


• Non-conventional top-down technologies are very 
expensive	


• Alternatives, are so called bottom-up techniques	


• These focus on the fabrication of individual nanostructure 
building blocks and their controlled assembly into 
organised nanostructures	


The need for Hydrogen sensors	

• Uses of hydrogen : fuel cells, combustion engines, 

scientific research & industry – safety implications	


• Hydrogen sensors need to be	


• Sensitive	


• Low cost	


• Compact	


• Reliable	


• Reversible	


• Rapid response	


Nanowires and their promise for applications	

• Nanowires are one dimensional structures, which have a 

diameter within the nanometre range (1-100 nm)	


Why DNA-templated nanowires?	


• High aspect ratio	


• Very specific 
recognition properties 
and chemically robust	


• Ease of chemical 
functionalisation	


• Capacity for self 
assembly	


Templating conducting materials on DNA	
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Metallisation of DNA – Pd coating	

• Binding of Pd2+ ions	


•  Ion exchange with the 
DNA backbone	


•  Insertation between 
bases	


• Chemical reduction of 
Pd2+ in dimethyl borane	


• Autocatalytic growth to 
Pd nanoclusters 	


Reducing 
agent 

Nanowire characterisation	

• X-ray powder diffraction	


• Evidence of (111), (200), 
(220) and (311) planes	


• Nanoparticles 1.62nm 
diameter	


• AFM characterisation	


• Average diameter 30nm	


Alignment	

• Need to align between a 

pair of electrodes	


• Control the number of 
nanowires in the sensor	


Alignment – molecular combing	


• Nanowires on a hydrophobic 
Si/SiO2 surface	


• Nanowires on a plain Si/
SiO2 surface	


Molecular combing	


• The receding meniscus stretches and aligns the nanowires 
parallel to the direction of motion	


Sensing results	


• Response time of 85s, Recovery time of 65s	


Response to hydrogen at 330K	
Resistance change with hydrogen at 330K	
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Gas sensing characteristics	


• Linear response with increasing H2 concentration	


• Previous work showed a sigmoidal response, as expected 
from Sievert’s Law	


• Linear suggests non porous Pd coverage of the DNA	


Hu, et al, IEEE Trans 
Nanotech, 7, 693 

(2008)	


Gas sensing characteristics	


• The sensitivity is greater than that of conventional Pd 
based nanowire sensors	


• Cannot be accounted for by the reduced diameter	


Jeon, et al, 
Nanotechnology, ���

 19, 495501 (2008)	


Nanotechnology 19 (2008) 495501 K J Jeon et al

4.7 ! 1020 sites cm"3. Ns (= 1.69 ! 1015 atoms cm"2) and
Nb(= 6.81 ! 1022 atoms cm"3) are Pd atom concentrations
at surface and bulk, respectively and we assume the Pd atom
concentration in the subsurface is equal to that in the surface.

3. Results and discussion

Single Pd nanowires with d = 20–400 nm were used to detect
hydrogen gas in the concentration range 500–10 000 ppm at
atmospheric pressure and at room temperature by measuring
the change in electrical resistance. Each sample was first
exposed to nitrogen gas (N2) in order to obtain a baseline,
then to a desired concentration of hydrogen gas (H2), and
then back to N2, completing one cycle. Figure 2 exhibits the
representative electrical resistance response to the presence of
H2 of 500 and 10 000 ppm for Pd nanowires with d = 400
and 20 nm. The hydrogen sensing mechanism in Pd is based
on the change in electrical resistivity as hydrogen is absorbed
at the octahedral interstitial site in the Pd fcc lattice. The
resistivity of PdHx is higher than pure Pd, since hydrogen
atoms play a role as additional scattering sources, giving rise
to the increase in the resistivity of the nanowires, as described
previously in detail. The single Pd nanowire with d = 20 nm
was found to successfully detect H2 at 500 ppm. It was also
found that a single Pd nanowire with d = 400 nm sensed H2

even at 200 ppm as a low detection limit. Reduced currents
were applied to prevent us from burning the nanowire with
d = 20 nm due to Joule heating, leading to rather noisy signals.
It is obvious that the sensitivity and response time of the Pd
nanowire with d = 20 nm are higher and faster than for Pd
nanowires with d = 400 nm at both concentrations. Further
details of the sensitivity and response time for Pd nanowires as
a function of the nanowire diameter will be discussed below.

The effect of nanowire diameter on the H2 sensing
sensitivity for single Pd nanowires with d = 20–400 nm has
been investigated. Figure 3(a) shows the variation in sensitivity
as a function of the nanowire diameter for single Pd nanowires
with d = 20, 80, 200 and 400 nm in the concentration range
1000–10 000 ppm. The sensitivity S of the nanowires for H2

sensing is defined as S = (RH " RN)/RN ! 100%, where
RH and RN are the resistances in the presence of H2 and N2

gas, respectively. The sensitivity was found to decrease with
increasing nanowire diameter up to d = 200 nm. There is
no significant difference in the sensitivity between nanowires
with d = 200 and 400 nm. The inset of figure 3(a) shows
that the sensitivity is linear to H2 concentration in the range
500–10 000 ppm for the nanowires with d = 20 and 80 nm,
indicating that a Pd single nanowire can be used as an H2

sensor to quantitatively detect H2 in the wide range of H2

concentrations given.
Figure 3(b) displays the variation of total [H/Pd] as a

function of the diameter of the nanowires at 10 000 ppm
H2 obtained by theoretical modeling. The total [H/Pd] was
found to decrease with increasing nanowire diameter. In other
words, the simulated results were found to be in qualitatively
good agreement with the experimental results, as seen in
figure 3(a), according to equation (3), showing that total [H/Pd]
is proportional to the sensitivity S. Surface, subsurface and

Figure 3. (a) The variation of sensitivity as a function of nanowire
diameter for single Pd nanowires with d = 20, 80, 200 and 400 nm
in the H2 concentration range 1000–10 000 ppm. The inset of (a)
shows the linearity of the sensitivity with H2 concentration,
illustrating that a Pd single nanowire can be used as an H2 sensor to
quantitatively detect H2 over the wide range of H2 concentrations.
(b) The simulated total [H/Pd] as a function of nanowire diameter at
10 000 ppm H2 obtained by theoretical modeling.

bulk are the order of [H/Pd] values for a Pd nanowire in a mean-
field model with three layers. Therefore, the smaller diameter
exhibits the higher sensitivity according to equation (4). This
is because the ratio of hydrogen sites to palladium atoms at
the surface and subsurface, (X2s + X3s)/2Ns , is #60 times
higher than that in the bulk, Yb/Nb , for a Pd nanowire. In
addition, the occupation probability of hydrogen atoms at the
surface, (X2 + Xs)/2, is more than four times higher than
that in the bulk, Y , according to the simulated results. The
experimental and simulated results of the diameter dependence
of response time at 1% H2 for nanowires with d = 20, 80,
200 and 400 nm are presented in figure 4. The electrical
resistance in the Pd nanowires in the presence of H2 increases
with time until eventually it can no longer be saturated. The
response time corresponds to the hydrogenation process time
as follows. When a Pd nanowire is exposed to H2, hydrogen
molecules are adsorbed on the surface of the Pd nanowire. The
absorbed hydrogen molecules are dissociated into hydrogen
atoms which diffuse into the interstitial sites determined by
the activation energy of the Fickian diffusion process and the
gradient of hydrogen concentration, and then they react with
Pd atoms to form Pd hydride. The response time can be
defined as the time to reach 36.8 % (=e"1) of the total change
of the electrical resistance at a given H2 concentration. The
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Conclusions	

• DNA templated Pd nanowires can be formed using simple 

bottom-up techniques	


• Electronic sensors can be realised using molecular 
combing between gold electrode structures	


• Nanowires are hydrogen sensitive, with a higher 
sensitivity than conventional nanowire structures	
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